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Abstract

Researchers often experience difficulties recruiting ‘hard to reach’ populations. This is especially so for studies involving those historically stigmatized, such as individuals who challenge heteronormative expectations, or people who experience mental ill-health. We sought to obtain the views of sexual minority adolescents (n=25) about what encouraged their participation in a research project. The general inductive approach was used to analyze interview data. Feedback consisted of two main overarching themes: ‘tips and suggestions for future research’; and, ‘appreciate participants’ motivation to get involved in research’. Strategies for how recruitment can be optimized for studies involving sexual minority young people are discussed.
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Tips for research recruitment: The views of sexual minority youth

Young people who are not heterosexual still report feeling less valued than their straight counterparts. This is because anything other than being exclusively heterosexual is stigmatized (Ludlam, Saxton, Dickson, & Hughes, 2015; Nunn & Bolt, 2015). However, this is hardly surprising because “to be ‘gay’ means belonging to a class of individuals who are subject to hate crimes, prejudice and stereotypes” (Savin-Williams, 2001, p. 11). The elevated risk of victimization and harassment experienced by sexual minority youth (e.g. lesbian, gay and bisexual young people or those not exclusively attracted to a different gender), relative to their heterosexual peers, has been linked to the mental ill-health of these adolescents in Australasia, Europe, and North America (Denny et al., Epub ahead of print; Hillier et al., 2010; Lucassen, Clark, et al., 2015; Rivers, 2004; Saewyc et al., 2004).

Despite these difficulties many sexual minority young people face, and the associated mental distress, it is important to remember that in numerous ways sexual minority youth are comparable to all young people, since as outlined by Savin-Williams (2001), regardless of sexual orientation all adolescents: need the love and respect of their family; must negotiate relationships; are concerned with peer status, desire love; and wonder about their future. Sexual minority young people therefore experience the same developmental challenges that their heterosexual peers do, as well as some additional concerns (e.g. whether or not they should come out, and/or for many how to manage being bullied about their sexuality). But sexual minority young people are diverse with differences according to factors such as gender identity, ethnicity, degrees of socio-economic deprivation, and geographical location (Cooper & Blumenfeld, 2012; Lucassen, Clark, Moselen, Robinson, & The Adolescent Health Research Group, 2014), and thus will have differing perspectives and life experiences. Moreover, many sexual minority youth
have ‘overlapping experiences’ or are ‘double-minorities’, in that, as well as being a sexual minority, they also have an experience of mental ill-health, are from a non-majority ethnic group, are differently abled, transgender or intersex.

Under-recruiting of marginalized groups into research has the potential to add to disenfranchisement, by only including ‘majority voices’. Historically there has been a dearth of research on sexual minority individuals (Boehmer, 2002; Dickinson & Adams, 2014), with few studies reporting on the health outcomes of sexual minority people unrelated to HIV/AIDS (Harcourt, 2006). More recently research has provided robust evidence on the mental health difficulties sexual minority individuals face, but studies on other aspects of health lag behind, for example research in the field of sexual minority people and their physical health (Lick, Durso, & Johnson, 2013). Because researchers are often motivated to have participants from a range of backgrounds involved in their studies, many academics will be interested in understanding how they can optimize receiving ‘minority voices’, by recruiting a suitable number and range of sexual minority young people.

Understandably researchers often struggle to recruit participants from ‘hard to reach’ populations (Connell, McKeVitt, & Low, 2004; Sherriff, Hamilton, Wigmore, & Giambrone, 2011), and small sample sizes are frequently an issue when conducting research with sexual minority young people (e.g. Lee, 2002; Lucassen et al., 2013; Sherriff et al., 2011). Past research focused on overcoming the barriers associated with recruiting participants from minority populations focuses primarily on sexual minority adults or ethnic minority individuals (McCormack, 2014; Silvestre et al., 2006), with this body of literature indicating that minority communities have low
This paper reports on the views of a group of sexual minority youth who had previously taken part in a study (the Rainbow SPARX project) about what had enabled and encouraged their participation in research. The Rainbow SPARX project was an open trial of an intervention for sexual minority youth with depressive symptoms (Lucassen, Merry, Hatcher, & Frampton, 2015). Despite actively recruiting over a 14 month period (Lucassen, Merry, Hatcher, & Frampton, 2015) we were only able to recruit 25 sexual minority youth to the Rainbow SPARX project. As a result of our experiences, we were interested in understanding more about what would make a difference in terms of study recruitment, from the perspective of sexual minority youth involved in a research project. We therefore designed a further study, specifically one where we sought to determine participants’ (from the Rainbow SPARX project) views on:

- What it was like being involved in a research project, and their motivation to participate in research; and,
- How to conduct future research with sexual minority youth.

This paper reports the findings from this further study. We have used the consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research (COREQ) (Tong, Sainsbury, & Craig, 2007).

**Methods**

**Participants**

The participants were aged between 13 and 19 years old. All the young people from the Rainbow SPARX project were invited to complete an interview with, notably, everyone asked to participate electing to do so. Twenty-one of the 25 participants were assessed as having depressive symptoms (i.e. Child Depression Rating Scale-Revised raw score ≥30). Participants
all resided in Auckland (a city and region with over 1.5 million people), New Zealand. The mean age of participants was 16.4 years. Twelve participants identified as male and 13 participants identified as female. Two participants’ gender identity and sex assigned at birth differed. In terms of ethnicity, the majority were New Zealand European (n=15), with the remainder being Māori (n=3), Asian (n=2), Pacific (n=1), or an ‘other’ ethnicity (i.e. Estonian, European, French/Filipino, Australian, n=4).

All the participants were sexual minority young people, such that: 11 participants identified as bisexual (4 of whom were male); 10 participants identified as gay or lesbian (6 males, 3 females, and Alex who was male, but assigned female at birth); 3 participants identified as “other” (one male, one female, and Kelly who was female, but assigned male at birth); and one male participant, Jamie, who was “mostly heterosexual”. Two of the participants reported being “opposite-sex attracted”, but selected labels consistent with being a sexual minority individual, for instance “gay or lesbian” (Alex), or “mostly heterosexual” (Jamie).

Researchers

Three individuals comprised the research team: one male Dutch/New Zealand European lecturer (MFGL, who was also a doctoral candidate at the time the interviews took place); one female New Zealand European senior lecturer (TMF, who was a doctoral candidate at the time the interviews were conducted); and one white female Zimbabwean/New Zealand European professor (SNM). MFGL was the principle investigator. Participants knew that all three researchers were co-developers of Rainbow SPARX, but MFGL was the only researcher to meet participants in person, and he conducted all of the interviews. SNM supervised the doctoral
projects of both MFGL and TMF. The research team (and most of the study’s participants) knew that MFGL was a gay male, and that he had worked clinically in the child and adolescent mental health field. When promoting the Rainbow SPARX project (i.e. MFGL’s doctoral project), MFGL spoke openly about his reasons for wanting to develop an intervention for sexual minority young people with depressive symptoms. Specifically, how he was motivated to assist in improving the support sexual minority youth with depression receive, as he had experienced difficulties getting gay-affirming help for depression as a queer young person in New Zealand.

Procedure

The participants in the current study were all young people who had previously taken part in the larger Rainbow SPARX project. Participants for the Rainbow SPARX project had been recruited via a youth-led non-government organization for sexual minority youth and four high schools. Posters and fliers about the Rainbow SPARX project were distributed to the youth organization and schools. MFGL provided brief demonstrations of Rainbow SPARX to groups of young people. The Rainbow SPARX project was advertised and endorsed by the sexual minority media. Eligible participants were given written information about the Rainbow SPARX project and were invited to take part. Written parental and participant informed consent was obtained from those under 16, and young people were able to provide written consent for themselves if they were 16 or over. After written consent was obtained young people completed a series of questionnaires focused on their mood and feelings with MFGL (i.e. the pre-Rainbow SPARX assessments), after which they were given Rainbow SPARX.

In summary, Rainbow SPARX is the ‘rainbow version’ of SPARX (Merry et al., 2012). It is a seven module computerized cognitive behavioral therapy program, which uses the medium of a
fantasy world, in which the user’s avatar is faced with a series of challenges to rid a virtual world of gloom and negativity. Rainbow SPARX was specially adapted for sexual minority youth with depressive symptoms, for instance it included content related to overcoming issues like heterosexism and homophobia (issues which are not explored in the regular version of SPARX). Each of the seven modules takes about 30 minutes to complete and young people were encouraged to finish Rainbow SPARX, at a location that suited them within two months.

Once a participant completed Rainbow SPARX they were invited to take part in a post-Rainbow SPARX assessment (again, focused on their mood and feelings) and an interview with MFGL. The interviews were on two main topics: young peoples’ views on Rainbow SPARX [the results of this aspect of the interviews are published elsewhere (Lucassen, Hatcher, et al., 2015)]; and, participants’ experiences of being recruited into the Rainbow SPARX project, plus their thoughts about what would work when recruiting sexual minority youth into future studies. The latter topic is the focus of the current paper.

The interviews were conducted in a private room, with just the participant and MFGL, in one of three locations selected by the participant (i.e. at the University of Auckland, at the youth-led organization, or at the participant’s school). The interviews lasted from eight to 36 minutes (mean=18 minutes, SD= 7 minutes). The interviews were audio recorded, no field notes were taken. Each participant received a NZ$20 (equivalent to approximately US$13) voucher after their interview. The Rainbow SPARX project and the current study was approved by the New Zealand Ministry of Health Multi Region Ethics Committee (Ref: MEC/09/01/002).
Interviewer

It is important to ‘own one’s perspective’ when conducting qualitative research (Elliott, Fischer, & Rennie, 1999), and from the outset the interviewer/MFGL was open about certain professional and personal details. MFGL was known to all of the participants, as they had met prior to the interview (i.e. whilst they completed pre- and post-Rainbow SPARX assessments). The participants knew that MFGL was a PhD student at the time of their interview. As mentioned earlier, MFGL made a decision to highlight being gay when promoting the Rainbow SPARX project, and this seemed to support participants’ legitimization of their own experience of being a sexual minority person during the interviews.

Instruments

A semi-structured interview format was created over several weeks with a group of researchers and practitioners skilled in working with sexual minority young people and/or those with an experience of mental ill-health. Feedback on the initial draft of the interview format was obtained from the research team, and selected researchers and practitioners associated with the Rainbow SPARX project. The refined draft of the questions were then tested with a researcher unaffiliated with the study, and a sexual minority adult. Minor adjustments were made to the wording of the questions as a result of this testing process.

We used interviews rather than focus groups for both practical and theoretical reasons. It was more practical to offer individual interviews, rather than waiting for a certain number of participants to be ready before facilitating a focus group. Individual interviews were carried out for theoretical reasons also, as individual interviews are thought to glean more socially sensitive
data in comparison to focus groups (Kaplowitz, 2000), and they allowed for the collection of more detailed information from each individual participant (Heary & Hennessy, 2006).

Initial questions for each section of the interview were broad and open, for example:

- “Can you describe how you were invited/recruited into the study?”

A series of more precise questions were asked next:

- “If someone encouraged you to enroll in the study/contact me [i.e. MFGL], who was that person and what did they do/say that encouraged you to contact me?”
- “If you enrolled in the study because you saw the study’s poster, flier or website, what was it about the poster/flier/website that encouraged you to contact me?”

**Data analysis**

We used the general inductive approach (GIA) (Thomas, 2006) for this study, like grounded theory and phenomenological approaches, GIA is a method of qualitative content analysis which strives to build understandings from observations, as opposed to testing hypotheses. However, unlike some qualitative methods, GIA focuses on obtaining views and the perspectives of participants based on pre-existing questions (or topics), rather than building an in-depth description of an individual’s experience or on generating new theory (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Our aim was to investigate common themes. As suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006) we were not overly rigid in making decisions about what constituted a theme, but considered a theme to be something that occurred repeatedly and was important in relation to our aims (i.e. what was it like being involved in a research project, what were the participants’ motivations to participate in the project, and how should researchers conduct future research with sexual minority youth).
The transcripts were professionally transcribed and checked for accuracy by MFGL, transcripts were then read with the research objectives in mind, but no a priori models were imposed. MFGL read and re-read the transcripts several times, and identified lower order units of meaning which were then clustered with similar units. Within each area subtopics were searched for and then clusters were reviewed for redundancy and identification of the essence of each category. TMF reviewed a random sample of the data (more than 10% of each interview) and independently coded these excerpts. Excerpts coded by TMF were then compared with those coded by MFGL. This accuracy check identified only minor discrepancies in interpretation and these were resolved through discussion.

Data were coded using the themes identified and quotes capturing the themes are provided. NVivo8 software was used to manage the data and support analyses. An initial summary of results was sent to participants, but interviewees did not provide any feedback, or suggest any changes be made to the preliminary summary. For the purposes of reporting results participants created a pseudonym so that they could not be identified. These pseudonyms are used alongside quotes, so that the range of participation is obvious and transparent.

**Results**

There were two main categories or overarching themes in regards to participants’ feedback about conducting research with sexual minority youth. The first ‘tips and suggestions for future research’, reflected ideas that participants had about encouraging sexual minority youth to take part in research, this main category contained three related ideas ‘create a comfortable environment’; ‘actively promote the study’; and, ‘be mindful of barriers and
benefits’. The second main category ‘appreciate participants’ motivation to get involved in research’, reflected views that researchers needed to understand why sexual minority youth would want to partake in a study, and how to harness this motivation.

**Tips and suggestions for future research**

*Create a comfortable environment:* Four main elements were identified by participants as something they believe might be useful in order to create a comfortable research environment for sexual minority youth, these were: the ability to bring a friend or support person to assessments; the significance of confidentiality; the importance of avoiding using sexual identity labels with participants; and, the value of researchers meeting with potential participants prior to a young person’s enrolment in a study.

Most of the participants came to their face-to-face assessment appointments with a friend or support person, and this was something that six participants reported made them more at ease. Sapphire (16 years old, female, bisexual) had this to say about the merit of bringing a support person:

“...being able to bring in a support person is also a great thing to be able to do. You don’t have to go in by yourself and it doesn’t feel as pressured when you can bring someone in.”

Helen (16 years old, female, bisexual) indicated that without a support person she would not have participated in the research:

“...I felt like I wouldn’t have wanted to come into town. I wouldn’t have been motivated to come to town by myself to do nothing.”
Privacy and confidentiality was cited by seven participants as being especially important, with Max, Jack, Troy, Sapphire, and Ruby all indicating that sexual minority young people would not want to be ‘outed’.

“...if it wasn’t confidential then I think people would say no, I don’t want to share my details with everyone.” Max (18 years old, male, gay).

Three participants recommended avoiding certain sexual identity labels:

“Keeping the terms for what sexuality is aimed at very broad because I know a lot of people who don’t even consider themselves bisexual – just sort of ‘there’. And ‘there’ is not really on a scale – they don’t really have words for it. So just keep the sexuality term broad. Questioning is a good one to have in there.” Ruby (16 years old, female, bisexual).

Most of the participants had met MFGL prior to their pre-intervention assessment. Goldie and Dan both described the value of being able to do this:

“I think like that you do come out to see people does encourage them [potential participants] because it is not just like ‘okay, so I am going out somewhere to meet someone I haven’t met before’...” Goldie (16 years old, female, other).

“I think within the context of the meeting [a presentation about the project], getting to know you as a person made a difference. It made me slightly interested in the project as a whole, not just my participation in it.” Dan (18 years old, male, bisexual).

**Actively promote the study:** Most of the participants suggested that future projects like the one they had been in involved in would be best promoted via secondary schools, either by school
guidance counsellors/therapists or through posters/leaflets at schools. Andy, Bob and Ruby recommended a combination of these two approaches, for example Bob (13 years old, male, bisexual) suggested:

“…have posters up round the school where people notice them but don’t take notice of them, if you know what I mean…I reckon you would get more people if you went through Kaye [a School Guidance Counsellor] and then got Kaye to get people. Because Kaye would have a pretty good idea of people’s sexuality in the school.”

Four participants stated that youth groups for sexual minority individuals could be used to promote research projects, and four participants also suggested that the Internet would be a valuable means to promote research with sexual minority youth:

“…I don’t know if it is or not [helpful in promoting the Rainbow SPARX project], but [put it] on the [a youth-led organization for sexual minority youth] website or something because I check on that all the time for updates” Ruby (16 years old, female, bisexual).

Two participants cautioned against promoting research with sexual minority youth too extensively at schools, with Tina (19 years old, female, lesbian) saying:

“…Maybe putting it out there too much could be a risk. I’m not really too sure. I am not too good at that kind of area of things. But I think maybe if you tried too hard to get someone to come and do it or if you, sort of, were too ‘out there’. I think that would be it…”

Sasha (15 years old, female, bisexual) mentioned that a subtle or more discrete approach would be best when promoting research of this type in schools:
“...personally at my school being gay or whatever is looked down upon. And then you get mocked. So I don’t know how it is with kids at other schools, but kids that I know I guess you could put out posters like these [referring to Rainbow SPARX study posters] because this one really did help.”

Be mindful of barriers and benefits: Practical issues were repeatedly described as being barriers to involvement in the research process. Examples of the specific barriers identified included: having to come into the central city (or the participant’s school, if they were in school) for assessments; being required to fill out ‘all the forms’/assessments; and the time required to complete Rainbow SPARX.

The stigma often associated with homosexuality was identified as another barrier to conducting research with sexual minority adolescents. Three participants stated that those questioning their sexuality or those not ‘out’ to their peers or family would be especially reluctant to get involved, as they would not want to be linked to a study focused on sexual minority youth. Troy (16 years old, male, bisexual) alluded to this particular issue:

“I think there is always the possibility that someone that you don’t want to know. Like someone that you don’t want to find out that you are bi or gay or whatever and they find out because you are in a proper research thing.”

Five participants said that the gift vouchers offered as a thank you for taking part in the Rainbow SPARX project were appreciated and seen as a benefit of taking part:

“...even if there were no vouchers offered I still would have done it. But I can definitely see the attraction and it is a nice little reward for putting a bit of time in.” Andy (19 years old, male, gay)
Having viewed the Rainbow SPARX trailer and having had the project promoted as something that was interesting or intriguing was also identified as something that was beneficial.

“I think your [MFGL’s] presentation was quite good and having that little bit on your laptop with the trailer, the brief, I think that intrigued me a little bit more.” Georgie (17 years old, male, gay).

**Appreciate participants’ motivation to get involved in research**

Several participants noted that sexual minority youth would be motivated to get involved in studies that would either help the individual participant or would help others (i.e. they participated for altruistic reasons). Troy, Sapphire, Jamie and Julia all mentioned this:

“*Just like, especially promote that fact that it [Rainbow SPARX] can help you become happier and help you get through your issues.*” Troy (16 years old, male, bisexual)

“I wanted to try this program out [Rainbow SPARX]. *It looked really interesting and I like to help. And I was interested in seeing what skills it could teach me...*” Sapphire (16 years old, female, bisexual)

“...you could help other people with it [by participating in the research].” Jamie (14 years old, male, mostly heterosexual)

“...wanting to find out ways to deal with things is what made me want to do it. *Combating people at school and stuff like that. That is what made me want to do it.*” Julia (17 years old, female, bisexual)
The stigma still associated with a sexual minority orientation (also highlighted previously under the sub-theme ‘be mindful of barriers and benefits’) was identified as something that could negatively impact upon potential participants’ motivation to get involved in research. For instance, two participants stated that young people questioning their sexuality would not participate in research focused on sexual minority youth, even though their involvement would be beneficial to the study, with Andy (19 years old, male, gay) having this to say:

“People that aren’t already open about their sexuality. It’s hard to engage with those people regardless of the situation...it might be a little bit difficult to get them involved. I am not sure how that one could be tackled. I don’t know...And in a way some of the people that are not quite so open about their sexuality are probably some of the people you want in the study.”

Discussion

Participants in this small-scale predominantly descriptive study from a ‘hard to reach’ population provided useful tips or suggestions about how recruitment could be optimized when involving sexual minority young people in research comprising face-to-face contact (see Figure 1 for a summary of these suggestions). With any research, at its core, there is a need for participants to trust the individuals involved in the project. This trust is of fundamental importance when working with groups of people that have been marginalized, such as sexual minority youth. This study compliments other work focused on engaging sexual minority adults (e.g. Castillo-Mancilla et al., 2014; DeBlaere, Brewster, Sarkees, & Moradi, 2010; Hartman, 2011), and other research which has also reinforced the need for respectful study personnel and processes (e.g. Sherriff et al., 2011; Silvestre et al., 2006). In addition to the need for trust,
participants in the current study and other researchers have highlighted the need to address certain factors to encourage minority group participation, specifically: address the practical issues pertaining to transportation and the difficulties many participants face getting to certain locations (Fouad et al., 2004; Nápoles-Springer et al., 2000; Woods et al., 2002); attend to the need for adequate incentives/vouchers as an acknowledgement of the participant’s input, and make sure that participants do not need to cover ‘out of pocket costs’ (Nápoles-Springer et al., 2000; Silvestre et al., 2006); ensure that the research is seen as a priority by others (Silvestre et al., 2006), or it is seen as an important area to study by the participants (Nápoles-Springer et al., 2000); make sure that the research procedures are not burdensome and do not ‘clash’ with participants’ other commitments (Woods et al., 2002); be mindful of the stigma associated with being ‘non-heterosexual’ (Silvestre et al., 2006; Wheeler, 2003), especially for sexual minority youth; and, always treat participants with maximal respect (Silvestre et al., 2006).

Strengths and limitations: This is a small but unique study which adds to what is known about recruiting participants from ‘hidden populations’ or ‘hard to reach’ groups. We are unaware of any studies published by researchers that have sought to obtain the views of sexual minority youth in relation to what would encourage their participation in research. More sexual minority research participation is required, as it is rare for there to be any sexual minority consumer consultation in the development of health interventions, policies, or guidelines (McNair & Hegarty, 2010), possibly because many health care providers frequently dismiss sexuality (and gender identity), as they view this as being irrelevant to clinical care (Baker & Beagan, 2014). An additional strength of this study was that an established method of qualitative data analysis was utilized.
The study is based on a sample of 25 participants from one region in New Zealand. All the participants in this study decided to take part in the Rainbow SPARX project, indicating that participants valued the project, and that there was a degree of trust with the researchers. Most participants had depressive symptoms, and all of the participants were sufficiently comfortable with their sexuality to contribute to this project. Therefore the study cannot be assumed to be representative of sexual minority young people with significant depressive symptomatology, and those questioning their sexuality are under-represented (Lucassen et al., 2014). Nonetheless, the participants in the study were fairly diverse in that ten were not New Zealand European and two participants’ sex assigned at birth differed to their gender identity. Furthermore, four participants described themselves as bisexual males, a sub-population which can be hard to access in research, possibly because bisexual males may not feel as comfortable or accepted in LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender) environments or organizations (Nadal et al., 2011). It is useful to provide details about the participants and their life circumstances in studies as we have in this research, so that others are able to make inferences about the range of persons and situations to which the findings might be relevant (Elliott et al., 1999).

Participants may have experienced difficulties expressing criticisms of the ways in which the Rainbow SPARX project was conducted, as the interviewer was also the person who led this work. As a result of this the findings may be skewed towards a more positive view on the project and how it was conducted. A separate interviewer, unaffiliated to the project, could have assisted in correcting for this bias. However this was not possible for fiscal as well as other reasons, specifically, participants had highlighted the value of MFGL being known to them, and they may have been reluctant to speak to someone they did not know at their interview.
Conclusion

Sexual minority participants in the current study have offered suggestions or tips that may assist others in encouraging sexual minority youth to take part in future research projects. Understandably the stigma still associated with being anything other than exclusively different-gender attracted is an issue to carefully negotiate when advertising a study, and seeking study participants. Future work in the area of understanding how recruitment can be optimized should strive to better understand how sub-groups of sexual minority young people, traditionally under-represented in lesbian, gay, and bisexual research (e.g. sexual minority youth who are also sex or gender diverse), can be best supported to take part in studies.
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Figure 1. Tips for encouraging sexual minority youth to participate in research

- For projects involving face-to-face contact with a researcher it is valuable to highlight that participants can bring a friend or support person with them. Meeting the researcher prior to a more formal research procedure (e.g. an interview or focus group) is also helpful.
- Participant confidentiality needs to be explicitly reinforced and pointed out from the start.
- Be mindful of the terminology used in relation to sexuality in promoting and carrying out the research (e.g. sexual identity labels may be unintentionally off-putting for potential participants).
- Investigate the possibility of promoting the study via multiple means, such as via individuals known to sexual minority young people (e.g. a supportive school guidance counsellor/therapist), organizations (e.g. groups for sexual minority young people), and the Internet (e.g. social media). However, when advertising a study in a heteronormative environment (e.g. in a school) the message (e.g. a poster) should not be too ‘out there’ in relation to sexuality.
- Attempt to eliminate as many practical barriers to participation as possible (e.g. the need to travel to certain locations, and reduce assessment burden so that assessment/questionnaire/interview involvement is not too onerous).
- Make sure the benefits to participation are known (e.g. what gift vouchers are available, pointing out how the project is intriguing, interesting or useful for potential participants, and how other sexual minority young people in the future may benefit from their participation).